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Abstract

Realistic size equivalence and shape of Saharan mineral dust particles are derived
from on in-situ particle, lidar and sun photometer measurements during SAMUM-1 in
Morocco (19 May 2006), dealing with measured size- and altitude-resolved axis ratio
distributions of assumed spheroidal model particles. The data were applied in optical5

property, radiative effect, forcing and heating effect simulations to quantify the real-
istic impact of particle non-sphericity. It turned out that volume-to-surface equivalent
spheroids with prolate shape are most realistic: particle non-sphericity only slightly af-
fects single scattering albedo and asymmetry parameter but may enhance extinction
coefficient by up to 10%. At the bottom of the atmosphere (BOA) the Saharan mineral10

dust always leads to a loss of solar radiation, while the sign of the forcing at the top
of the atmosphere (TOA) depends on surface albedo: solar cooling/warming over a
mean ocean/land surface. In the thermal spectral range the dust inhibits the emission
of radiation to space and warms the BOA. The most realistic case of particle non-
sphericity causes changes of total (solar plus thermal) forcing by 55/5% at the TOA15

over ocean/land and 15% at the BOA over both land and ocean and enhances total
radiative heating within the dust plume by up to 20%. Large dust particles significantly
contribute to all the radiative effects reported.

1 Introduction

Saharan mineral dust is one of the most abundant aerosols in the Earth’s atmosphere20

and is transported from Africa to America over the Atlantic Ocean (Parkin et al., 1972;
Doherty et al., 2008; Prospero et al., 2010). It is hence assumed to have a non-
negligible influence on global climate. This impact may be the result of interactions
between the radiation within the atmosphere and the dust particles leading directly to
a certain heating. To study such processes with regard to atmospheric radiative ef-25

fects (forcing) and atmospheric heating effects, the dust optical properties have to be
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determined to apply them in a radiative transfer model. However, the optical proper-
ties depend on a number of factors that make unique conclusions w.r.t. their radiative
impact difficult. This is problematic, since ambiguities in the optical properties may oc-
cur when varying several parameters such as complex refractive index, typical dust size
distributions, chemical composition, particle mixing state and size equivalence and par-5

ticle shape. Thus, microscopic properties of the dust particles have to be considered
as a starting point to simulate the optical properties and radiative transfer through dusty
atmospheres (Sokolik et al., 2001). Measurements of the micro-physical properties of
the dust particles are invaluable to realistically constrain some of the independent pa-
rameters. Such observations were extensively performed during the research project10

SAMUM-1 in May/June 2006. Its main aims were to investigate typical size distribu-
tions, the mineralogical as well as chemical composition and the realistic particle shape
of the dust particles close to the source of their insertion into the atmosphere. These
information can then be applied to simulate macro-physical ensemble optical proper-
ties such as the extinction as well as backscatter coefficient and the lidar ratio to be15

compared with lidar observations as also performed during SAMUM-1. Such compar-
isons may also help to constrain independent parameters, which is one of the goals of
this paper, that is, to constrain realistic size equivalence and shape of Saharan mineral
dust particles based on all available SAMUM-1 data that were important for this study.

Large dust particles have a big impact on the ensemble optical properties. As re-20

cently discussed, this particle fraction significantly increases the absorption of solar
radiation, represented by a decreased single scattering albedo (SSA) in the visible
spectral range (Otto et al., 2007; McConnell et al., 2008; Otto et al., 2009; McConnell
et al., 2010), which affects the radiative budget. The realistic determination of large
particles and the absorbing properties of the dust is, hence, very important, since un-25

certainties in the latter may have big effects when regionally modelling scenarios of
dust outbreaks over Africa: Solmon et al. (2008) have shown that different cases of
solar SSA result in different forcings and heating effects and, thus, cause different dy-
namical feedbacks, which influence regional precipitation in Northwest Africa. Mallet et
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al. (2009) simulated uncertainties in the solar and thermal dust forcing to which mod-
erate changes in SSA may lead. It turned out that SSA affects surface forcing stronger
than reasonable changes in the asymmetry parameter (ASP) and surface albedo. In
combination with ASP these authors found that, keeping in mind that large particles
enhance ASP and diminish SSA in the solar spectral range (Otto et al., 2007), a de-5

crease/increase (and vice versa) in SSA/ASP results in radiative effects at the bottom
of the atmosphere (BOA) counteracting each other. However, at the top of the atmo-
sphere (TOA) the same changes in both SSA and ASP lead to radiative effects having
the same sign. The combined radiative effect is comparable to that induced by changes
in the surface albedo. Thus, large dust particles may have a big influence on the radia-10

tive and heating effects of atmospheric dust. The effect of SSA changes in simulated
solar radiative fluxes at the surface has also been investigated recently by McFarlane
et al. (2009), which was found to be larger than impacts due to reasonable changes
in precipitable water vapour, ozone, suface albedo, total optical depth and ASP in the
particular cases considered. In the thermal spectral range it is also the larger particles15

in the size distribution that impact the direct radiative effect (Hansell et al., 2010).
Due to the big influence of large particles exact size distribution measurements are

essential. Efforts have been done to measure them (Weinzierl et al., 2009). Never-
theless each measurement is accompanied by certain inaccuracies (Reid et al., 2003)
and, unfortunately, it is difficult to measure large particles, since they, e.g., may be20

picked by the inlet system (cut-off problem). Thus, we wish to study the effect of max-
imum particle size in a dust size distribution on optical properties and forcing in order
to simulate the cut-off problem. In this context we would like to note that independent
remote sensing techniques, e.g., to derive micro-physical particle properties from ra-
diometric radiation measurements at the ground surface (Dubovik et al., 2002), may25

lead to SSA in the visible range, which is significantly larger than dust SSA calculated
with in-situ data (Cattrall et al., 2003). Obviously, current retrievals of dust properties
have certain inaccuracies as recently demonstrated by Müller et al. (2010).
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Saharan mineral dust mainly consists of silicates with a volume fraction of 65–85%
where the components of kaolinite and illite are most abundant. Second most fre-
quently mineral group is carbonate followed by sulfates as reported by Coz et al. (2009)
who investigated North African dust under different long-range transport scenarios.
These results correspond to previous observations performed during SAMUM-1 near5

the source region (Kandler et al., 2009; Otto et al., 2009). Moreover, Saharan mineral
dust particles were found to be internally mixed as recently investigated by Dall’Osto et
al. (2010) and Hand et al. (2010).

The assumption of homogeneous spherical dust particles is a further source of er-
ror in determining the dust forcing. Many studies have demonstrated the inadequacy10

of the homogeneous spherical approximation for non-spherical mineral dust particles
(e.g. Schulz et al., 1998, 1999; Kahnert, 2004; Veihelmann et al., 2006; Kahnert and
Nousiainen, 2006; Kahnert et al., 2007). That it may even be one of the dominant
sources of error in quantifying the forcing of mineral dust has been shown by Kah-
nert and Kylling (2006), Kahnert et al. (2005) and Otto et al. (2009) who assumed15

spheroidal model particles to account for particle non-sphericity. A spheroidal particle
can either be of prolate or oblate shape and is decribed by the axis ratio (AR) of its half
axes. Coz et al. (2009) measured cross sections of non-spherical dust particles, which
were fitted to ellipses of certain ARs. They determined particle size, characterised by a
size-equivalent diameter De, by assuming cross section equivalence and prolate parti-20

cle shape. It turned out that the frequent AR is about 1.8 and is reported to be larger
than ARs observed close to source regions. This corresponds to Kandler et al. (2009)
who measured AR distributions during SAMUM-1 with maxima at about 1.5 for dust
partciles collected closer to source region. However, the treatment of prolate shape
and cross section equivalence is only one possibility to approximate non-sphericity.25

In contrast Otto et al. (2009) found oblate shape and volume equivalence to be most
representative for dust particles as observed during SAMUM-1. But these authors as-
sumed constant ARs for each model particle. In the present paper we deal with the
AR distributions measured during SAMUM-1 to derive the realistic particle shape and
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size equivalence.
The vertical distribution of a dust layer (Quijano et al., 2000; Gómez-Amo et al.,

2010) and the spectral albedo (Bierwirth et al., 2009) of the underlying ground surface
is also important when quantifying the radiative forcing of the Saharan mineral dust.
Therefore we wish to apply vertical profile data of the dust and surface albedo data,5

measured during SAMUM-1, in our simulations when a dust plume is assumed to be
located over a mean land and ocean surface.

In the context of the previous discussion and latest literature we would like to mention
that the assumptions w.r.t. size distribution, chemical composition, mixing state and
particle model as made by Otto et al. (2009) can be treated to be realistic with regard10

to Saharan mineral dust. Thus, that work is the basis for our present study in which we
will derive realistic shape and size equivalence of Saharan mineral dust particles to be
applied in simulations of its forcing and heating effects over the entire spectral range.

Section 2 summarises the SAMUM-1 measurements on which our study is based.
Section 3 describes the radiative transfer calculations performed within the scope of our15

sensitivity studies w.r.t. optical properties (Sect. 4), radiative effects (Sect. 5) and dust
forcing (Sect. 6) with regard to the impact of particle non-sphericity. The latter is also
discussed in heating effect simulations in Sect. 7. Finally, Sect. 8 offers conclusions.

2 Observations and in-situ data during SAMUM-1

The first measurement campaign of the SAMUM consortium took place in May and20

June 2006 in Morocco (SAMUM-1), around Zagora (ZGA, ∼730 m above sea level
[a.s.l.]), Tinfou (∼ 720 m a.s.l.) and Ouarzazate (OZT, ∼ 1150 m a.s.l.). An overview
of SAMUM-1 can be found in Heintzenberg (2009). In the following we refer to the
campaign day 19 May 2006 and to the measured data, which were important for our
paper. These are given next: (1) environmental conditions (Tesche et al., 2009), that25

is, vertical profiles of pressure, temperature and relative humidity, (2) size distributions
of the airborne Saharan dust (Weinzierl et al., 2009), (3) chemical composition as a
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function of particle size (Kandler et al., 2009) and (4) spectral surface albedo in the so-
lar spectral range (Bierwirth et al., 2009). Based on these comprehensive observations
it was possible to start with microscopic properties of the dust particles as claimed by
Sokolik et al. (2001), e.g., a size-resolved complex refractive index of the observed dust
ensemble was derived (Otto et al., 2009), which is also applied in our recent radiation5

simulations.
The treatment of non-spherical dust particles leads to additional free variables, that

is, size equivalence and particle shape, which have to be constrained by observations.
Kandler et al. (2009) performed single particle analyses of ground- and aircraft-based
in-situ data and fitted ellipses to the cross sections of the observed dust particles to10

derive particle axis ratio (AR) distributions as a function of a volume-equivalent diam-
eter Dp (Fig. 1), that is, the assumption of spheroidal model particles is reasonable.
Nevertheless, the actual shape (prolate or oblate) is uncertain due to the experimental
limitations and we may realistically assign the measured functional relation between
AR and Dp to AR as a function of the equivalent diameter De defined in Sect. 3.2 when15

dealing with both prolate and oblate model particles.
For constraining particle non-sphericity, that means size equivalence and particle

shape, the ground-based (Tesche et al., 2009) and aircraft-based (Esselborn et al.,
2009) lidar measurements that were performed during SAMUM-1 will be applied, which
were already used in the previous paper of Otto et al. (2009). These authors simulated20

vertical profiles of the dust backscatter coefficient and lidar ratio, assuming spheroidal
particles, and compared them with the lidar data. They found oblate particles and
volume equivalence to be most probable. However, in that study constant ARs were
assumed for each model particle, which is less realistic. Hence, in our paper we wish
to apply the AR distributions as have been measured during SAMUM-1.25
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3 Radiative transfer calculations

3.1 The applied model

The latest version of the radiative transfer model TRAVIS (Toolbox for Radiative transfer
Applications from ultraViolet to far-Infrared wavelengthS) is applied. Its basic features
are described in previous papers (Otto et al., 2007, 2009). The following issues were5

revised or extended:

– Running modes with variable spectral resolution: line-by-line, fine- or broad-band.

– Incident solar constant correction according to the day of year (Zdunkowski et al.,
2007).

– Ground elevation.10

– Rayleigh scattering parameterisations (Bates, 1984; Nicolet, 1984; Bucholtz,
1995; Thomas and Stamnes, 1999; Bodhaine et al., 1999).

– Aerosol and cloud parameterisations (Shettle and Fenn, 1979; Stephens, 1979;
Slingo, 1989; Hu and Stamnes, 1993; Dobbie et al., 1999; Lindner and Li, 2000).

– Latest HITRAN data (Rothman et al., 2009) to calculate gas absorption.15

– Spectral surface albedo data (Bowker et al., 1985; Feister and Grewe, 1995;
Baldridge et al., 2009).

– Scattering database for single (homogeneous and orientation-averaged)
spheroidal particles extended by exact null-field (NF) method in the transition re-
gion of this method and geometrical optics approximation (GOA) methods (Otto20

et al., 2009), that is, for volume-equivalent size parameters between 50 and 100;
Interface to a second scattering database (Schmidt et al., 2009) based on an
independent NF code.
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While TRAVIS was applied in simulations of the radiative transfer through a Saha-
ran mineral dust plume in a limited solar spectral range (0.318 to 2.167 µm) within the
scope of a radiative closure study (Otto et al., 2009), according to the radiation and
surface albedo measurements during SAMUM-1 (Bierwirth et al., 2009), we now con-
sider the total solar range (0.2 to 4 µm) and, additionally, the thermal spectral region (45

to 40 µm).

3.2 The treatment of spheroidal dust particles

Natural dust particles are non-sphercial. The “diameter” Dp of a measured particle is,
thus, always an equivalent diameter De, a notation that is prefered in the following. As
discussed in Sect. 2 dust particles may be approximated by model spheroids. Since10

SAMUM-1 did not provide information about size equivalence, we may interpret the
measured quantity De w.r.t. a model spheroid as follows:

1. Volume equivalence (VEQV): De is the diameter of a sphere having the same
volume as the spheroid.

2. Surface equivalence (SEQV): De is the diameter of a sphere having the same15

surface area as the spheroid.

3. Volume-to-surface equivalence (VSEQV): De is the diameter of a sphere having
the same volume-to-surface area ratio as the spheroid.

4. Longest axis equivalence (LAEQV): Re =
1
2De is the length of the longest half-axis

of the spheroid (maximum dimension).20

5. Shortest axis equivalence (SAEQV): Re =
1
2De is the length of the shortest half-

axis of the spheroid (minimum dimension).

In each case of size equivalence and a measured particle of diameter De we may cal-
culate the diameter Dv of a second sphere having the same volume as the respective
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model spheroid. Then Dv is a function of De and the aspect ratio (ASR) ε , which may
be defined to be < 1 for prolate and > 1 for oblate spheroids (Otto et al., 2009). Based
on Dv the volume-equivalent size parameter is defined by xv =

πDv
λ that also depends

on De and ε. Figure 2 shows xv as a function of De at three wavelengths for a prolate
(ε= 1

2 ) and an oblate (ε=2) spheroid (both having the same AR of 2 : 1) in all cases of5

size equivalence. Large particles (De > ∼ 3 µm) may lead to values of xv much larger
than 50 (drawn as black vertical line in Fig. 2), which is an approximate bound up to
which recent exact scattering codes converge. In the spectral transition region to and
within the thermal range (λ≥ 4 µm) xv do mostly not exceed 50, that is, the extinc-
tion properties of a single model spheroid are provided by exact NF methods. Size10

equivalence has a big influence on the size (parameter) of a single model spheroid.
The determination of xv of a single model spheroid is required, since its extinction

properties are stored in recent databases (Otto et al., 2009; Schmidt et al., 2009) as a
function of xv and ε as well as of the real nR and imaginary part nI of a complex refrac-
tive index. To yield the optical properties of an observed dust ensemble, the measured15

size distribution N(De) must be integrated w.r.t. De weighted by the single particle ex-
tinction properties. Thus, for De within the size bin dDe, xv has to be computed before
database access. Since xv depends on Dv and λ as well as Dv on De, ε and size
equivalence, the latter two variables are free to choose next to λ. For example, Otto
et al. (2009) considered constant ARs for prolate and oblate model spheroids, while20

we wish to average over our measured AR distributions (Fig. 1). Such an integration is
performed w.r.t. ε′ ≥ 1 (ε′ = 1 for spheres) that ε= 1

ε′ for prolate and ε= ε′ for oblate
spheroids. Finally, only size equivalence and particle shape (prolate or oblate) are the
independent parameters when simulating the spectral optical properties of the dust.

A more detailed description of the treatment of spheroidal dust particles and the25

accuracy of the combination of NF and GOA methods to compute single spheroid
optical properties are given by Otto (2011).
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3.3 The cut-off problem

Due to technical limitations the sampling of large particles (De > ∼ 3 µm) is problem-
atic. Recent studies report that losses of coarse mode particles may occur (Reid et
al., 2003; Linke et al., 2006; Johnson et al., 2008a; McConnell et al., 2008; Chen et
al., 2010). While Schmid et al. (2000) performed cut-off corrections, McConnell et al.5

(2010) refer the optical properties, based on size-limited particle information, to the
observed accumulation mode of the entire dust ensemble. The same should be done,
e.g., for imaginary parts of the complex refractive index or single scattering albedo in
the visible spectral range derived from limited particle data (Haywood et al., 2003; Os-
borne et al., 2008; Johnson et al., 2008b; Raut and Chazette, 2008; Johnson et al.,10

2009; McFarlane et al., 2009), which then may not be representative for the entire dust
population. For demonstration how these particle losses affect the dust optial proper-
ties and radiative effects we perform integrations of size distributions stepwise up to
various maximum particle diameters De,max (Sects. 4.1 and 6.1).

3.4 Atmospheric radiative effect – forcing15

The net radiative flux density is defined by Fn(z,λ) = F+(z,λ)−F−(z,λ) where F+ and
F− mean the upward and downward spectral irradiances at a certain altitude z and
wavelength λ. The so-called atmospheric radiative effect or forcing, a notation that we
prefer for simplification, at z in general is given by spectrally integrating the deviations
in simulated net flux densities compared to a reference scenario,20

∆F (z)=
∫
I∆λ

[
Fn(z,λ)−F r

n (z,λ)
]
dλ (1)

in units of W m−2 where Fn denotes the perturbed and F r
n the reference case (Otto et

al., 2009). I∆λ is a certain spectral interval covering wavelengths from 0.2 to 4 µm in
the solar and from 4 to 40 µm in the thermal spectral range.
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If the amount of the incoming solar radiation is equal for both cases, as we assume
in the following, Eq. (1) results in

∆F (TOA)=
∫
I∆λ

[
F+(TOA,λ)−F r

+(TOA,λ)
]
dλ (2)

at the top of the atmosphere (TOA). This forcing describes the radiation loss of the
local Earth-atmosphere system (EAS). For the bottom of the atmosphere (BOA) we5

refer to Otto et al. (2009) and consider changes in the downward radiation as it would
be observed by a radiation measurement instrument, that is, we define the forcing
independently of Eqs. (1) and (2)

∆F (BOA)=
∫
I∆λ

[
F−(BOA,λ)−F r

−(BOA,λ)
]
dλ. (3)

Forcings were computed in the solar and thermal spectral range. The sum of both10

yields the total forcing. A reference scenario always represents a clear-sky atmo-
sphere, which consists of absorbing and Rayleigh scattering gas molecules only. Each
perturbed atmosphere additionally contains the observed Saharan mineral dust where
particles are treated as spheres and spheroids. The surface albedo is also equal for
a forcing simulation but differs in cases of the dust over land and ocean as underlying15

surface.
To show, e.g., the effects of the particle non-sphericity the so-called change of forcing

is simulated in units of % by comparing the forcing of spheroidal and spherical particles
(Sect. 6).
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3.5 Atmospheric heating effect

Based on net radiative flux density, specific heat cp and air density ρ, the vertical
radiative heating rate is defined by

H(z)=− 1
cp ρ(z)

∫
I∆λ

dFn(z,λ)

dz
dλ,

which may be computed for a local model atmosphere in the solar, thermal and total5

spectral range I∆λ. Simulating the radiative heating rates of a perturbed scenario H(z)
and of a reference case Hr (z), analogously to the forcing concept (Sect. 3.4), the so-
called heating effect is given by

∆H(z)=H(z)−Hr (z) (4)

where the reference scenario refers to clear-sky conditions and surface albedo is the10

same in both cases as well.
To compare the heating effects of two different sets of certain free parameters, e.g.,

spherical or spheroidal model particles, a so-called change of heating effect is com-
puted in units of % (Sect. 7).

3.6 The assumed scenarios15

The computations are based on two main scenarios of the in-situ observed dust within
a realistic model atmosphere (molecular absorption and Rayleigh scattering) above a
land and an ocean surface. For both ground types an averaged spectral Lambertian
albedo is applied, depicted as dashed orange curves in Fig. 3: in the case of the land
surface ASTER data and SAMUM-1 measurements on 19 May 2006 were combined20

to extend the latter ones to the ultraviolet and thermal spectral region (top). For the
ocean case a mean spectral albedo was computed with the help of a moving average
over wavelength based on several datasets covering different spectral ranges (bottom).
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TRAVIS was prepared as given next:

– While in the case of land the observed environmental conditions around OZT
site on 19 May 2006 (see Sect. 2) are used, where the dust layer ranged from
1.15 km a.s.l. (OZT) up to 5.6 km a.s.l., over ocean we apply a tropical standard
atmosphere (Anderson et al., 1986) down to 0 km a.s.l. such that this scenario5

represents the case of the same dust plume but lifted as during long-range trans-
port over the Atlantic ocean.

– Dust load and layering as reported by Otto et al. (2009) based on in-situ size
distribution measurements (Weinzierl et al., 2009) and vertical profiling (Esselborn
et al., 2009; Tesche et al., 2009).10

– Size-resolved complex refractive index of the dust as derived by Otto et al. (2009)
based on in-situ measured chemical composition data (Kandler et al., 2009).

– Vertical resolution of ∆z = 25 m over land and 100 m over ocean surface from
ground up to an altitude of 20 km a.s.l. Above 20 km in both cases a vertical
increment of ∆z= 1 km is assumed up to a maximum altitude of 70 km a.s.l. This15

means 489 and 250 homogeneous layers over land and ocean.

– Fine-band mode with a spectral wavelength resolution: ∆λ= 1 nm between 0.2
and 2.170 µm, ∆λ = 2.5 nm between 2.170 and 5 µm, and a wavelength incre-
ment ∆λ according to a wavenumber resolution of 1 cm−1 between 5 and 40 µm
wavelength.20

– Ozone column of 290.5 DU in all cases representing 19 May 2006 during SAMUM-
1 (Bierwirth et al., 2009).

– Solar constant of 1365.5 Wm−2 for 2006 (Shanmugam and Ahn, 2007) corrected
to day 139 of year (19 May).
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– Solar zenit angle of 0◦ in all computations; averaged spectral surface albedos of
Fig. 3 (dashed orange curves); surface temperature for land of 50 ◦C (Bierwirth et
al., 2009) and for ocean of 22 ◦C (Otto et al., 2007); surface emissivity of 1.0 that
is comparable to the mean value of 0.97 observed during SAMUM-1 at OZT by
Ansmann et al. (2009).5

– Discrete ordinate solver is used with 32 streams and the same number Legendre
expansion coefficients of the scattering phase function.

Main differences to the previous investigations (Otto et al., 2009) are the following: we
now consider the total (solar plus thermal) spectral range and in-situ measured AR
distributions (Fig. 1) instead of constant axis ratios when dealing with spheroidal model10

particles. With both particle models we wish to demonstrate the ambiguities to which
the treatment of non-spherical particles may lead (Sect. 4.2).

The dust particles involved are treated as spheres and spheroids (Sect. 3.2). Full-
spectral ensemble integrated optical properties and irradiance fields with and without
the measured dust are presented (Sects. 4 and 5).15

In all cases of the Saharan mineral dust (over land and ocean) forcings and heating
effects are simulated for both spherical and under various assumptions of spheroidal
model particles. Then changes of forcing and heating effect are computed by varying
the particle model (Sects. 6 and 7). The simulations are performed separately for solar,
thermal and total spectral range.20

4 Optical properties

4.1 Large spherical particles and imaginary part

Otto et al. (2007) computed the spectral single scattering albedo $ of a dust plume
over the Canary Islands based on literature data of the spectral complex refractive in-
dex of dust. Large particles (De > ∼ 3 µm), which were observed at lower altitudes, led25
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to smaller values of $ at visible wavelengths (Solmon et al., 2008) compared to higher
altitudes where no large particles were found. To point out the role of these particles
these authors calculated band-averaged single scattering albedo, size integrated up to
a maximum particle diameter De,max. Here we avoid spectral averaging and present the
full-spectral $ of the dust over Morocco, based on refractive index data derived from5

measurements, in cases of various values of De,max as depicted in Fig. 4. The same
was done for the asymmetry parameter, which is shown in Fig. 5. Both images illus-
trate the impact of the large particles: these result in enhanced absorption/scattering
in the solar/thermal and cause increased forward scattering over the entire spectral
range. W.r.t. the cut-off problem (Sect. 3.3) we emphasise that a neglect of this par-10

ticle fraction, caused by technical limitations in particle measurements, lead to optical
properties, which are not representative for the entire dust population.

The dust optical properties also depend on the spectral complex refractive index
assumed. The single scattering albedo that is displayed in Fig. 4 is based on a size-
resolved refractive index with values of 1.51–1.55 (real part) and 0.0008–0.006 (imag-15

inary part) at 550 nm (Otto et al., 2009). To account for uncertainties in the imagi-
nary part (IM) we performed a second sensitivity study at 532 nm (lidar wavelength) by
treating all particles to have the same value of IM. Varying IM in the reasonable range
between 0.0008 and 0.008 and De,max we found that a decrease of IM counteracts an
increase of De,max (Fig. 6). In other words, two different combinations of IM and De,max20

may lead to the same value of $. This ambiguity might be one reason for difficulties
in simultaneous derivation of imaginary part and coarse mode fraction by recent dust
retrievals (Müller et al., 2010).

Figure 6 shows that $ depends strongly on De,max for values De,max ≤ ∼ 20 µm. For
larger values $ does not change significantly. This might lead to the conclusion that25

large particles De,max > ∼ 20 µm might be neglected. However, these particles con-
tribute significantly to the total dust optical depth as demonstrated by Fig. 7, showing
the optical depth as a function of De,max, and their non-consideration would result in a
value of ∼ 0.33 at 500 nm, which is lower than ∼ 0.39 for De,max = 50 µm (+18%) and
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much lower compared to the value of 0.42 (+27%) measured by Tesche et al. (2009)
on 19 May 2006 about noon. Thus, the total size distributions have to be applied in
realistic considerations.

We stress the role of the large dust particles not only because of their radiative
effects (Otto et al., 2007; Solmon et al., 2008; McFarlane et al., 2009; Mallet et al.,5

2009), but especially with regard to the problem to retrieve them applying passive re-
mote sensing techniques. For example, Kaufman et al. (2001) reported a negligible
dust absorption and a $ of ∼ 0.97 in the visible spectrum. Dubovik et al. (2002) anal-
ysed retrieval data of $(λ) over Cape Verde Islands and derived averaged values (years
1993–2000) of $(440/1020)∼ 0.93/0.99 assuming spherical dust particles. Applying10

a similar retrieval method, but considering spheroidal particles, Ogunjobi et al. (2008)
found smaller values of $(440/1020) ∼ 0.89/0.93 (−4.3/−6.1%) over Cape Verde
(years 1996–2003). Such relatively large values of $ in the solar range are in contrast
to simulated values of ∼ 0.8 at 550 nm based on in-situ data (Otto et al., 2007, 2009;
Müller et al., 2010) and to dust models (Cattrall et al., 2003). These discrepancies15

demonstrate that further efforts have to be made in developing improved aerosol re-
trieval algorithms. Furthermore, the exploitation of passive polarimetric measurements
may provide valuable information. First efforts have been made by Li et al. (2007) who
found a value of ∼0.9 at 550 nm for spherical coarse African mineral dust particles.

4.2 Realistic size equivalence and particle shape20

Otto et al. (2009) simulated vertical profiles of dust backscatter coefficient and lidar
ratio, assuming spheroidal particles of constant ARs in various cases of size equiva-
lence, and compared the results to measured lidar and sun photometer data. It turned
out that volume equivalence and oblate model particles were most probable to fit the
observations. However, these authors stated in their conclusions that the assumption25

of constant ARs for each model particle might be one solution only. Due to ambiguities
the inversion of shape information from ensemble data of the optical properties does
not have to be unique. Thus, we wish to consider a more realistic situation and extend
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these computations by considering measured AR distributions (Fig. 1). Our simulations
are based on the same micro-physical particle data and are compared with the same
lidar and sun photometer data as applied by Otto et al. (2009). An overview of the
times of day, on 19 May 2006 over the OZT site, to that the measurement data refer is
given next:5

– Size distributions: 11:23–12:06 UTC (Weinzierl et al., 2009).

– Mean vertical profile of total number concentration: 10:50–12:20 UTC (Otto et al.,
2009; Weinzierl et al., 2009).

– Mean total optical depth (sun photometer): 10:00–11:15 UTC (Tesche et al.,
2009).10

– Mean backscatter coefficient and lidar ratio (two independent lidars): 09:59–11:16
(Tesche et al., 2009) and 11:08–11:10 UTC (Esselborn et al., 2009).

Keeping in mind the assumptions made w.r.t. the treatment of spheroidal model par-
ticles (Sect. 3.2), Fig. 8 shows the simulated spectral total optical depth of the min-
eral dust plume as a function of particle shape, that is either prolate or oblate model15

spheroids, and size equivalence. Large differences in particle shape only occur for
LAEQV and SAEQV, which both lead to unrealistically low and high optical depths.
Thus, VEQV, SEQV and VSEQV remain as candidates for reasonably fitting the obser-
vations.

Figure 9 depicts simulated vertical profiles of the backscatter coefficient and lidar20

ratio compared to the lidar data, which are well-matched by both VEQV, SEQV and
VSEQV, but in the case of prolate shape only. To derive the most probable size equiv-
alence case we compared optical depths computed at 500 nm to the mean value mea-
sured by a sun photometer. The results a summarised in Table 1: prolate particles and
the case of VSEQV lead to the smallest deviations. Hence best fit to the measurements25

carried out for one particular situation during SAMUM-1 is given by volume-to-surface
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equivalence and prolate particle shape. With regard to uncertainties in optical depth
measurements and the relatively small deviations between the cases VEQV, SEQV
and VSEQV for prolate shape, the lidar data together with the more realistic considera-
tion of AR distributions enables us to state that at least prolate shape is rather realistic
than oblate.5

These results of realistic size equivalence and particle shape, that is, volume-to-
surface equivalence and prolate shape, are in contrast to previous results, that is, vol-
ume equivalence and oblate shape (Otto et al., 2009), however, where constant ARs
for each model particle were assumed. This demonstrates explicitly the ambiguities
w.r.t. free variables when ensemble optical property calculations involve the treatment10

of non-spherical particles and that particle models beyond our simple spheroid approx-
imation may lead to differing results.

4.3 Non-sphericity effects

Considering the realistic particle shape, prolate model spheroids, and averaging over
the measured distributions of the AR (Fig. 1), we computed single scattering albedo15

and asymmetry parameter g as well as absorption, scattering and extinction coefficient
at 3375 m a.s.l. (2225 m above ground level) at the centre of the Saharan dust plume
(observed on 19 May 2006 over the OZT site and extending from 1150 to 5600 m
a.s.l.) and at the ground surface of OZT (1150 m a.s.l.). Assuming also spherical
model particles we calculated full-spectral deviations to the case of spheroidal ones.20

These are depicted in Figs. 10 and 11.
The effects of the prolate particles on $ and g are relatively small (Otto et al.,

2009). The respective spheroidal-spherical deviations are within ∼±1% in the solar
and ∼±4% in the thermal spectral range where larger variabilities were found. Oblate
particles, e.g., lead to larger differences in g with a minimal value of ∼−3% in the solar25

(not shown), illustrating that prolate particles are less backscattering than oblate ones
(Otto et al., 2009). Moreover, the case of VSEQV that was found to be most realistic
results in smallest/largest deviations in the solar/thermal region compared to the other
two cases.
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Significant spheroidal-spherical deviations may be found in the absorption, scattering
and extinction coefficient with largest values for the caser of VSEQV of about 10% over
the entire spectral range.

5 Radiative effects

To demonstrate the radiative effects of Saharan mineral dust we treated the dust layer,5

observed on 19 May 2006 over OZT site about noon, to be located directly over an
elevated land surface (OZT-like, z= 1150 m a.s.l.) and as a lifted layer over an ocean
surface (z = 0 m a.s.l.) whereas the latter case describes the situation of long-range
transport of the dust over the Atlantic ocean. Both ground types are represented by
a mean surface albedo (Fig. 3, top and bottom). For detailed information about these10

two scenarios and the radiative transfer model settings see Sect. 3.6.
Figures 12 and 13 each show the upward (left panel) and downward (right panel)

spectral irradiances at the TOA and BOA whereas the former figure represents the
dust over land and the latter one the dust over ocean. The dust particles are treated
to be spherical as well as spheroidal ones of prolate and oblate shape assuming size15

equivalence cases of VSEQV and VEQV, respectively. The scenario of oblate particles
and VEQV represents the shape properties, which were found to be most realistic in
a previous paper (Otto et al., 2009). But note that these authors considered constant
ARs for each model particle in contrast to our more realistic consideration of measured
AR distributions and VSEQV. Each top and bottom panel of the two figures also shows20

spectral percental deviations in the irradiances always compared to the case of a clear-
sky atmosphere (”No Dust”).

Considering the downward component at the BOA (bottom panels) it turns out that
both over land and ocean the solar radiation is significantly reduced due to the pres-
ence of the dust compared to clear sky, while there is an enhancement in the thermal25

irradiances. These effects are larger in the land (∆ up to −35% in the solar and up to
+300% in the thermal spectral range) than in the ocean case (∆ up to −30% in the
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solar and up to +30% in the thermal range) and larger in the thermal than in the solar
region. Both demonstrates the influence of the surface albedo, which is higher for land,
in combination with the dust and that direct ground-based radiometric measurements
to detect minderal dust should rather be performed at the thermal window region.

At the TOA the mineral dust causes qualitatively the same effects in the thermal5

range: the upward irradiance is reduced both over land and ocean, that is, terrestrial
emission from the Earth-atmosphere system to space is inhibited whereas the effects
over land (∆ up to −14%) are twice as in the case of dust over ocean (∆ up to −7%) due
to the higher surface temperature of the land (Sect. 3.6) emitting a larger amount of ra-
diation that can be absorbed. In the solar spectral range the mineral dust causes, apart10

from the absorption band regions, a significant reduction of the upwardly transferred
radiation over land (∆ up to −15%), while the radiation loss of the Earth-atmosphere
system is significantly forced for the ocean scenario (∆ is negative for wavelengths
lower than ∼450 nm only, but becomes significantly positive for larger wavelengths).

All these radiative effects reported are forced by the prolate dust particles, since15

the absolute value of ∆ is larger than in the case of spherical particles for most of
the wavelengths considered. Oblate model particles act more backscattering than
prolate ones, since the respective ∆ is always larger at the TOA. Moreover, particle
non-sphericity leads to relatively small changes in the irradiance of |∆| ∼ 2% for most
situations. Larger deviations only occur (1) in the downward radiation at the BOA for20

dust over land (Fig. 12, right panel) at the window region and (2) in the upward radiation
at the TOA for dust over ocean (Fig. 13, left panel) in the mid-infrared spectral region
(∼0.7 to 3 µm wavelength).

Thus, subject to the sensitivities found above, non-sphericity information might be
retrieved by ground-based radiometric measurements over land but rather by satellite-25

based observations over ocean if the measurement accuracy is sufficient for both
strategies. For example, Otto et al. (2009) reported uncertainties in the solar irradi-
ance measurements of about 3% and 5% in the solar-surface-albedo data (Bierwirth
et al., 2009). Compared to our ∆ computations such a measurement accuracy is not
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sufficient for constraining particle non-sphericity of mineral dust particles compared to
simulations. The consideration of radiances or polarimetric measurements might be
more promising, since larger sensitivities may be expected (Li et al., 2007).

6 Radiative budget calculations

Following Eqs. (1–3) we computed solar, thermal and total forcings (Sect. 3.4) of the5

Saharan mineral dust plume, observed on 19 May 2006 over OZT site about noon,
over a mean land and ocean surface (Sect. 3.6) assuming spherical dust particles. To
demonstrate the influence of particle non-sphericity on the dust forcing we treated the
dust particles to be spheroids (Sect. 3.2).

6.1 Spherical particles – the role of large particles10

We wish to study the effect of large (spherical) dust particles on the dust forcing by
integrating the single particle optical properties over the measured size distributions up
to various maximum diameters De,max (Sect. 4.1). Figure 14 shows solar, thermal and
total forcings at TOA (top), directly above the plume (centre) and at the BOA (bottom)
as a function of De,max.15

At the BOA ∆F (BOA) is always negative in the solar spectral range. Due to ab-
sorption of radiation the dust causes a reduction of the downward solar radiation both
over land and ocean (Sect. 5). The larger De,max is, the stronger is this decrease. For
both surface types and De,max = 50 µm similar values of ∆F (BOA) of about −90 W m−2

were obtained. The opposite is the case in the thermal region. Due to emission of20

radiation the dust always causes a positive thermal forcing at the BOA with a value
of about +22.5 W m−2 for De,max = 50 µm over land, which is significantly larger than
the +7.5 W m−2 over ocean. The total effect is negative indicating a cooling at the
ground surface, since a significant fraction of the radiation, penetrating the dust layer,
is absorbed. Increasing particle size enhances this effect.25
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At the TOA ∆F (TOA) is always negative in the thermal spectral range. This means
a reduction of thermal radiation that leaves Earth to space. The dust acts as a source
of radiation in downward direction by inhibiting thermal emission in upward direction
(Sect. 5). This warming effect is the larger the larger De,max is and is more significant
over land. In the solar range ∆F (TOA) is positive both over ocean and land for small5

values of De,max <5 µm, which corresponds to a solar cooling of the Earth-atmosphere
system. However, for increasing De,max larger than approximately 5 µm, the forcing
remains relatively constant in the case of ocean while it decreases dramatically in the
case of the dust over land whereas it becomes negative. That is, the solar forcing of
mineral dust over an ocean surface is always positive (solar cooling) but may be either10

positive or negative (solar warming) depending on the dust particle size. Qualitatively
the same can be stated for the total dust forcing with values of about 5 W m−2 and a
total cooling in the ocean as well as values of about −40 W m−2 and a total warming in
the land case (for De,max = 50 µm). Only slight changes in the forcings occur at the top
of the dust layer compared to the TOA.15

6.2 Spheroidal model particles

We wish to study the influence of the particle non-sphericity on the dust forcing. Con-
sidering the Saharan mineral dust plume, observed on 19 May 2006 over OZT site
about noon over a mean land and ocean surface, Fig. 15 depicts the solar dust forc-
ings (left) at the TOA (top) and BOA (bottom) for spherical (Mie) and spheroidal model20

particles, which are treated to be of prolate (red) and oblate (blue) shape in various
cases of size equivalence (LAEQV, SAEQV, SEQV, VEQV and VSEQV). Compared
to the case of spheres we calculated percental changes of forcing in all the cases of
particle non-sphericity (right) whose effects we wish to quantify. The same was done
for thermal (Fig. 16) and total spectral range (Fig. 17).25

In the solar range the dust forcing at the TOA is always positive in the ocean case
but negative in the land case. This corresponds to a cooling and warming of the Earth-
atmosphere System, respectively. Prolate dust particles are always less backscattering
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than oblate ones for the rather realistic cases of SEQV, VEQV und VSEQV. Compared
to spherical particles only a slight change of forcing is found for prolate shape and
VSEQV in the land scenario, but a value of 30% in the case of the dust over ocean. At
BOA always negative dust forcings occur representing the loss of downward radiation.
This reduction is enhanced by both prolate and oblate spheroidal particles in cases of5

SEQV, VEQV und VSEQV up to a maximum value of about 20%.
In the thermal range the dust forcing is always negative at the TOA and positive

at the BOA whereas these effects are more significant in the case of dust over land.
Thus, mineral dust inhibits the emission of thermal radiation to space. For the cases
SEQV, VEQV and VSEQV differences between prolate and oblate shape are negligible.10

Comparing VSEQV to Mie theory, this case of non-sphericity increases the forcing at
both TOA and BOA by about 10%.

Total dust forcing is qualitatively comparable to the findings in the solar range: pos-
itive/negative values at the TOA over ocean/land, indicating a cooling/warming of the
Earth-atmosphere system, and always negative values at the BOA. Assuming spherical15

dust particles their forcing at the TOA amounts to about 5 W m−2 and −40 W m−2 over
ocean and land, respectively, while dust forcing at the BOA is approximately −80 W m−2

for both surface types. Comparing these values to the respective forcings of realistic
non-spherical particles, that is, VSEQV and prolate spheroids (Sect. 4.2), the changes
of forcing due to particle non-sphericity are given next:20

– 55% at the TOA over ocean: the back scatter and cooling effect of the Earth-
atmosphere system is enhanced.

– 5% at the TOA over land: the influence of particle non-sphericity is weak.

– 15% BOA both over land and ocean: the reduction of downward radiation is
forced.25

These changes of forcing, due to the realistic consideration of particle non-sphericity
presented above, seem to be quite large compared to the changes in the respective
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irradiances in Figs. 12 and 13. For example, in the solar spectral range and at the TOA
(top figures) the deviations between the red (“VSEQV prolate”) and green (“SPHERE”)
curves amount less than 20% whereas in the visible range these differences are even
smaller of about 2% (Sect. 5). Such small values correspond to simulations of changes
in dust layer reflectivity due to the use of spheroidal dust particles instead of spherical5

ones as performed by Fu et al. (2009) at 550 nm wavelength for a non-reflecting ground
surface as in the case of an ocean. These authors found that the relative errors in the
reflectivity due to spherical approximation (SA) are always less than 5% compared
to the non-spherical approximation (NSA) dealing with model spheroids. Regarding
Fig. 13 (top), that is, the upward transferred radiation at the TOA in the solar spectral10

range I∆λ from 0.2 to 4 µm wavelength in the case of mineral dust over a typical ocean
surface, we see that a mean spectral deviation of 5% between the red and green curve
might be realistic. With the help of this constant deviation we may estimate the change
of forcing induced by NSA compared to SA as follows.

With regard to Sect. 3.4 and Eq. (2) we may introduce ∆FSA(TOA) and ∆FNSA(TOA),15

that is, the forcings at the TOA for spherical and spheroidal (prolate shape and VSEQV)
model particles, respectively. Since F r

+(TOA,λ) is equal in both cases we may write

∆FNSA(TOA)−∆FSA(TOA)

=
∫
I∆λ

[
F+,NSA(TOA,λ)−F+,SA(TOA,λ)

]
dλ.

Approximating F+,NSA(TOA,λ) :=cF+,SA(TOA,λ) we find20

∆FNSA(TOA)−∆FSA(TOA)

= (c−1)
∫
I∆λ

F+,SA(TOA,λ)dλ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:F+,SA

.
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The change of forcing in units of % may then be written as

∆FNSA(TOA)−∆FSA(TOA)

∆FSA(TOA)
·100%

=
(c−1)F+,SA

∆FSA(TOA)
·100%=:δ.

For our estimation we assume the mean positive five percent deviation, that is, c=1.05.
∆FSA(TOA) can be read off in Fig. 15 (top, left, ”Mie”) yielding a value of about 115

W m−2, while F+,SA was calculated to amount 89.7 W m−2, which is of the same order
of magnitude as computed by Otto et al. (2007) for a comparable situation of Saharan
mineral dust over the Canary Island who presented a value of 121.1 W m−2 in the
solar range for their reference case (their Table 4), already containing the measured
dust approximated by spherical particles. With the help of these numbers we obtain a10

change of solar forcing at the TOA for the dust over ocean of

δ =
0.05 ·89.7

11
·100%≈41%

when dealing with spheroids of realistic prolate shape and volume-to-surface equiva-
lence instead of spherical particles. The exact computation yield a value of about 30%
(Fig. 15, top, right). This demonstrates that relatively small mean spectral deviations of15

about 5% in the irradiances between NSA and SA do not automatically translate to an
also only five percent change in the dust forcing. Obviously, small spectral irradiance
variations due to particle non-sphericity may sum to larger changes of forcing. Thus,
the neglection of particle non-sphericity in radiative forcing calculations may lead to
significant errors.20

7 Heating effects

Prolate spheroidal particle shape was found to be realistic for the particles of the Saha-
ran mineral dust plume observed on 19 May 2006 over OZT site about noon (Sect. 4.2).
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It also turned out that the dust layer causes a strong reduction of downward solar ra-
diation at the BOA (Sects. 5 and 6). In the case of the dust over a mean land surface
the upward component at the TOA is also diminished. In the thermal window region
the dust inhibits the transmission of radiation to space. Thus, we expect significant
radiative heating within the dust plume. Therefore we computed heating effects ∆H(z)5

by Eq. (4) assuming spherical dust particles and simulated changes of heating effect
when dealing with prolate spheroidal model particles compared to spheres (Sect. 3.5).
Again we assume the dust layer to be located over a mean land and ocean surface
(Sect. 3.6).

Figure 18 displays ∆H(z) for the measured dust over land for the solar (top), thermal10

(centre) and total (bottom) spectral range and various models of prolate spheroids
(size equivalence cases LAEQV, SAEQV, SEQV, VEQV and VSEQV), while Fig. 19
depicts the same but for the dust over ocean (lifted layer extending from 1.15 to 5.6 km
altitude a.s.l.). Since the dust absorbs solar radiation and blocks thermal emission to
space, always positive values of the heating effect are obtained in the solar as well as15

negative and positive ones within the upper and lower altitude range of the dust plume,
respectively, which is qualitatively independent of the underlying reflecting surface (land
or ocean). In sum this yields total heating effects, which are always positive meaning a
heating of the atmosphere within the dust layer. Moreover, this demonstrates that the
warming impact of the land and the cooling impact of the ocean surface, caused by20

different surface temperatures and spectral surface albedos, is forced and alleviated,
respectively.

The changes of the total heating effects caused by prolate spheroidal dust particles
compared to spheres are shown Fig. 20. Size equivalence is varied when considering
the mineral dust ensemble over land and ocean. For the most realistic case of volume-25

to-surface equivalence (VSEQV), as it turned out in Sect. 4.2, the non-sphericity of the
dust particles increases the heating impact of the dust by

– 10 and 20% at lower and upper altitude range of the dust layer over both surface
types.
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Hence, dust particle non-sphericity causes a non-negligible heating impact, which
might be important for the dynamics in the troposphere and Earth’s climate.

8 Conclusions

This study of the radiative impact of Saharan mineral dust close to the source region
represents one single measurement day during SAMUM-1 only. To validate the results5

data of additional campaign days may be applied.
Large dust particles may have a big influence on the radiative impact of a dust layer.

This emphasizes the need for more careful ground- and aircraft-based measurements
of coarse aerosol particles. Beyond, the consideration and quantification of the particle
shape and optical size equivalence within the scope of the particle size measurements10

are important for accurately modelling the radiative impact of aerosols and clouds.
Our concept to consider micro-physical particle data as a starting point has success-

fully been applied. Such treatment requires assumptions w.r.t. the spectral complex re-
fractive index (SCRI). A simple volume mixing rule was applied to calculate SCRI based
on in-situ chemical composition data, that is, a five-component dust mixture, and liter-15

ature data for various mineral components. For a better entirely spectral coverage we
would like to stress the need for extended SCRI data, e.g., in the solar spectral range
and for further minerals. Moreover, more complex mixing rules to derive an ensemble
refractive index might be interesting to discuss.

Higher vertical resolution in aircraft-based aerosol particle measurements of size20

distribution and total number concentration in conjunction with chemical analyses is
the basis for a more realistic treatment of aerosols in radiative transfer simulations,
since this provides more detailed information about the vertical layering and structure
of an aerosol-loaden atmosphere. In particular, this might be important to consider
in aircraft-based observations of Saharan mineral dust during its long-range transport25

from North Africa to America.
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Our radiative forcing and heating effect simulations refer to a local atmospheric situ-
ation only. It has been shown that particle non-sphericity has a non-negligible radiative
impact, e.g., on the heating effect within the dust layer. However, the climate impact
of particle non-sphericity and its dynamical feedback on regional or global scale can
only be explored applying more complex dynamical models in which the dust optical5

properties are parameterised. Our databases of single scattering properties, mainly
established w.r.t. mineral dust, together with the precious SAMUM-1 data may be ap-
plied to derive parameterisations of the optical properties of mineral dust to account for
it in regional and global models.

Radiative transfer quantities may not be bijective functions of certain free param-10

eters, e.g., the micro-physical properties of aerosol particles. This fact may be prob-
lematic vice versa when deriving, e.g., micro-physical aerosol properties from standard
radiometric or lidar measurements (inversion). The consideration of polarimetric data in
inversions dealing with polarisation and accounting for particle non-sphericity might be
a promising approach to minimise uncertainties in aerosol remote sensing techniques.15
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Table 1. Values of the optical depth simulated at 500 nm wavelength for the cases of size
equivalence and particle shape of Fig. 8 and representative for the mineral dust observed
on 19 May 2006 over OZT site about noon. The values in parentheses mean deviations to
the respective mean value of 0.421±0.005 measured via a sun photometer by Tesche et al.
(2009).

Spheres 0.386 (−8.28%)

Spheroids oblate prolate

VEQV 0.400 (−5.06%) 0.398 (−5.36%)
SEQV 0.385 (−8.47%) 0.386 (−8.27%)
VSEQV 0.431 (+2.31%) 0.424 (+0.82%)
LAEQV 0.303 (−28.0%) 0.230 (−45.24%)
SAEQV 0.709 (+68.5%) 0.528 (+25.43%)
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Fig. 1. Frequency of dust particle axis ratio (AR) as a function of particle size Dp and altitude,
derived by Kandler et al. (2009) on 19 May 2006 during SAMUM-1 over Morocco. The cross
sections of the individual particles were measured and fitted to ellipses of certain ARs. Although
the observations did not provide information about the real particle shape, a prolate spheroid
was assumed w.r.t. each particle by rotating the ellipse around the longest half axis to derive
Dp as the volume-equivalent diameter of this spheroid.
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Fig. 2. Volume-equivalent size parameter xv as a function of the equivalent diameter De of a
measured particle, which is represented by a prolate and an oblate model spheroid with an AR
of 2 : 1 in cases of five types of size equivalence. (top) At 550 nm, (centre) at 4 µm and (bottom)
at 10 µm wavelength. The horizontal black lines in the top and centre figures correspond to a
size parameter of 50, an approximate value above which current exact scattering codes do not
converge.
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Fig. 3. Averaged spectral surface albedo (dashed orange curves) as used in our solar and
thermal radiative transfer simulations. (top) Land surface: 101 datasets, measured on 19 May
2006 during SAMUM-1 (Bierwirth et al., 2009), were averaged over time (green and red curves
correspond to different time intervals around noon) and are combined with an averaged soil
albedo based on 58 datasets of ASTER (Baldridge et al., 2009). (bottom) Ocean surface: data
(blue) received by T. Schröder (Schröder, 2004, personal communication) as used in Otto et al.
(2007), provided by MOSART (Cornette et al., 1994, green) for water and ASTER for seawater
(red) were spectrally averaged.
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Fig. 4. Single scattering albedo of spherical Saharan mineral dust particles at the two altitude
levels of the number concentration size distribution measurements, on 19 May 2006 over OZT
site about noon (Weinzierl et al., 2009), as a function of wavelength. Modal parameters, which
were fitted to the data, were applied for size integration up to a maximum particle diameter
De,max. The coloured curves represent various values of De,max between 1 and 50 µm.
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Fig. 5. The same as in Fig. 4, but for asymmetry parameter.
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Fig. 6. The same as in Fig. 4, but for the single wavelength of 532 nm and as a function of
the maximum particle diameter De,max between 1 and 50 µm. The coloured curves represent
various values of the size-constant imaginary part (”Im”) of the complex refractive index. For
the real part a size-constant value of 1.56 was applied (Otto et al., 2009).
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Fig. 7. Simulated spectral total optical depth of spherical mineral dust particles as measured
on 19 May 2006 over OZT site about noon. Coloured curves represent various values of the
maximum particle diameter De,max between 1 and 50 µm (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 8. Simulated spectral total optical depth of spherical (yellow) and spheroidal mineral dust
particles as measured on 19 May 2006 over OZT site about noon. Either prolate (red) or oblate
(blue) shapes were considered when averaging over the measured AR distributions (Fig. 1).
Size equivalence cases were applied as discussed in Sect. 3.2.
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Fig. 9. The same as in Fig. 8, but for backscatter coefficient (top) and lidar ratio (bottom) at
532 nm compared to lidar data (black) as measured on 19 May 2006 over OZT site about noon
(Sect. 2).
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Fig. 10. Simulated percental deviations in the single scattering albedo (top) and asymmetry
parameter (bottom) between prolate spheroidal and spherical model particles as a function
of wavelength applying the measured AR distributions (Fig. 1). The full-spectral computations
were performed assuming the size equivalence cases of VEQV (blue), SEQV (green) as well as
VSEQV (red) and are representative for an altitude of 3375 m a.s.l. at the centre of the mineral
dust plume as observed on 19 May 2006 over OZT site about noon.
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Fig. 11. The same as in Fig. 10, but for absorption (top), scattering (centre) and extinction
coefficient (bottom) at ground level of OZT (1150 m a.s.l.).
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Fig. 12. Simulated solar and thermal irradiances, representative for the mineral dust plume
observed on 19 May 2006 over OZT site about noon and considered directly over a mean land
surface (Fig. 3, top), for spherical (green), prolate (VSEQV, red) and oblate (VEQV, yellow)
spheroidal model particles. ∆ represents the deviations to the case of a dust-free atmosphere
(blue). (left) Upward part at the TOA (z = 70 km a.s.l.) and (right) downward part at the BOA
(OZT, z = 1.15 km a.s.l.). The solar incident irradiance at the TOA is indicated by grey curves.
The simulations were performed for a solar zenit angle of 0◦.
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Fig. 13. The same as in Fig. 12, however, for the situation of the observed mineral dust plume,
which is now lifted over a mean ocean surface (Fig. 3, bottom) and whose lower boundary is
located at z=1.15 km a.s.l.). The BOA is represented by sea level (z=0 m a.s.l.).
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Fig. 14. Simulated solar, thermal and total forcings of the mineral dust plume, observed
on 19 May over OZT site about noon, over a mean land and ocean surface as a function of
the maximum particle diameter De,max (Sect. 4.1) assuming spherical model particles. For
computational details see Sects. 3.4 and 3.6. (top) ∆F (TOA), (centre) ∆F (z) at the upper
boundary of the dust layer at an altitude of z=5.6 km a.s.l. and (bottom) ∆F (BOA).
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Fig. 15. Simulated solar forcings of Saharan mineral dust (left) and changes of forcing caused
by spheroidal particles compared to sphercial ones (right) at the TOA (top) and BOA (bottom)
over a mean land and ocean surface. See main text for details.
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Fig. 16. The same as in Fig. 15, but for thermal spectral range.
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Fig. 17. The same as in Fig. 15, but for entire (total) spectral range.
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Fig. 18. Simulated heating effects ∆H(z) by Eq. (4) of the Saharan mineral dust plume, ob-
served on 19 May 2006 over OZT site about noon, over a mean land surface assuming spheri-
cal (Mie) and prolate spheroidal model particles for various cases of size equivalence (LAEQV,
SAEQV, SEQV, VEQV and VSEQV), representative for solar (top), thermal (centre) and total
(bottom) spectral range.
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Fig. 19. Simulated heating effects ∆H(z) by Eq. (4) of the Saharan mineral dust plume, ob-
served on 19 May 2006 over OZT site about noon, lifted over a mean ocean surface assuming
spherical (Mie) and prolate spheroidal model particles for various cases of size equivalence
(LAEQV, SAEQV, SEQV, VEQV and VSEQV), representative for solar (top), thermal (centre)
and total (bottom) spectral range.
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Fig. 20. Changes of total heating effect ∆H(z) of the Saharan mineral dust plume, observed
on 19 May 2006 over OZT site about noon, caused by prolate spheroidal particles compared
to spherical ones, assuming various cases of size equivalence (LAEQV, SAEQV, SEQV, VEQV
and VSEQV). Mineral dust over a mean land (top) and ocean surface (bottom).
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